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Juan Pablo has an extensive experience in corporate law and public 
brokerage. He joined EC Rubio in February 2020 and focuses his practice 
on corporate and financial law, intellectual property, corporate 
restructuring, and securities transactions, advising companies in Mexico 
and other countries. In addition, he assisted in the planning and 
preparation of regulatory compliance guidelines for Mexican companies 
and has participated in the structuring and negotiation of M&A 
transactions and strategic alliances, especially in the construction and 
mining industry. 

Juan Pablo also engages with real estate developers and other practice 
fields regarding feasibility, planning and implementation of 
infrastructure, corporate governance, energy, and real estate projects. He 
has advised Mexican, U.S. and international clients in a wide variety of 
legal matters, including the incorporation of several companies in the 
mining, construction, and hospitality industry. He has participated in the 
operation of several international transactions of subsidiaries of Alamos 
Gold Inc. as well as in the financing of mining projects such as Mina 
Mercedes through the preparation and coordination of documents with 
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foreign companies such as Nomad Royalties. He has also overseen corporate regularizations of several subsidiaries of Alamos 
Gold Inc. and GoGold Resources Inc.

Juan Pablo is currently a member of the National Association of Corporate Lawyers (ANADE) and is an active member of the 
International Legal Honor Society of Phi Delta Phi, the world's largest international honors law society and the second oldest 
existing legal organization in the United States.

Relevant Matters

_ MASISA. Advice and preparation of legal compliance guidelines, which detailed all current 
legal requirements applicable to environmental, tax, human capital, commercial, 
operations, supply chain, T-MEC and health and safety management, as well as an analysis 
of the impact and potential risks for the company in the event of non-compliance.

_ ALAMOS GOLD INC. Advice for closing the transaction of 100% of Esperanza Silver de 
México, S.A. de C.V. shares in favor of Zacatecas Silver Corp., through which several legal 
instruments were drafted to guarantee the transaction in favor of Alamos Gold Inc., as well 
as the formalization of several shareholders' meetings through Public Brokerage.

_ GMC AGROFIN. Advice and preparation of several Loan Agreements with Pledge 
Guarantee for various clients in the livestock and agricultural industry. The contracts 
prepared reach a value from MXN $1,000,000.00 up to MXN $10,000,000.00.

_ NOMAD ROYALTIES. Advising for the financing of Mina Mercedes project through the 
preparation of several pledge agreements on assets and shares, thus guaranteeing a value 
of USD $22,500,00.00.

Education

_ Tecnológico de Monterrey Campus Chihuahua (Law Degree, 2021).

Languages

Spanish and english.
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